SUMMARY There is a relentless push for cost and size reduction in optical transmitters and receivers for fiber-optic links. Monolithically integrated optical chips in InP and Si may be a way to leap ahead of this trend. We discuss uses of integration technology to accomplish various telecommunications functions.
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1. Introduction

The first fiber-optic transmitters simply modulated the power of a laser. High power represented a digital 1 and low power represented a digital 0. The first fiber-optic receivers consisted of a single photodetector and transimpedance amplifier, converting the optical power to a voltage. This transmission format is called on-off keying (OOK). OOK is simple to implement, but the spectral efficiency is at best 1, i.e., it requires at least 1 Hz of spectrum to transmit 1 bit/s, and the electronics speed must be at least ~0.7 times the bit rate. There are more complex modulation formats that increase the spectral efficiency and reduce the electronics speed. For example, by employing dual-polarization quadrature phase-shift keying (DP-QPSK), the spectral efficiency is increased to 4, and the electronics speed is reduced to ~0.18 times the bit rate. However, creating and receiving DP-QPSK requires a highly complex transmitter and receiver with ~38 optical and electro-optical components. Such transceivers are an ideal application for photonic integrated circuits (PICs).

We focus here on semiconductor PICs. Semiconductor PICs have compact optoelectronic components. The two main material systems for semiconductor PICs are the group III-V materials and the group IV materials, as shown in Fig. 1. The group III-V family is shown in Fig. 2 and consists mainly of In, P, Ga, As, and Al. The group IV family is shown in Fig. 3 and consists mainly of Si, Ge, O, and N.

The group III-V material system has a direct band gap, allowing it to have efficient lasers, and it can have ternary or quaternary compounds, allowing for a rich set of material properties. The group IV material system has much more easily obtained materials (27% of the mass of the Earth’s crust is Si, whereas only 0.000005% is In) and can be easily oxidized into a very high quality material, SiO$_2$. The oxide allows for facile wafer bonding, which in turn allows for the creation of high-index-contrast waveguides without any epitaxy, resulting in extremely high yield. Group IV materials integrate well with high-index dielectric materials, such as Si$_3$N$_4$ and SiON. Very roughly speaking, group III-V materials are strongest in optoelectronic devices that require optical gain, and group IV materials are strongest in optoelectronic devices that require special characteristics such as polarization splitting/combining, very compact size, and very high yield. Of course, there are many exceptions.
This paper will discuss various semiconductor PICs for use in advanced optical communications systems.

2. Fiber Coupling

We first discuss coupling of optical fiber to PICs.

2.1 Single-Mode Fiber Coupling

There are two main approaches to coupling a single-mode fiber to a PIC. The first is facet coupling, in which the fiber is parallel to the plane of the PIC. In this case, the waveguide mode in the PIC must be expanded both horizontally and vertically.

A powerful structure for facet coupling with group IV materials is the cantilever adiabatic coupler shown in Fig. 4 [1]. The Si or, in this case, Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguide is tapered laterally to as small a tip as possible and as slowly as possible. The effective index of the fundamental mode will decrease and approach that of the surrounding oxide. This will couple with high efficiency to a waveguide made of the oxide with etched walls and undercut underneath and filled with a material with an index lower than that of the cladding. Such a structure can achieve of coupling loss to cleaved standard single mode fiber of less than 1.2 dB and 2.0 dB to Si$_3$N$_4$ and Si waveguides, respectively, over a broad bandwidth.

A powerful structure for vertical coupling is the grating coupler [2], [3]. It is a first-order grating with a period approximately equal to the wavelength in the material. Comparing a grating coupler to a facet coupler, the facet coupler usually has lower loss, wider bandwidth, and higher return loss; and the grating coupler can be used for on-wafer testing, can serve naturally as a polarization splitter and rotator, and does not need small Si/Si$_3$N$_4$ tips and fragile cantilever structures.

A grating coupler needs a high vertical index contrast, otherwise the grating cannot be made strong enough without causing the effective index of the mode to fall below that of the cladding when the grooves are put into the waveguide. This is a case where Si waveguides have a significant advantage because they are created using wafer bonding and thus have oxide above and below. InGaAsP waveguides, on the other hand, are usually formed by epitaxy and have InP below. Thus to make a grating coupler in III-V materials, one must suspend the waveguide, or something similar, by etching underneath the waveguide [4].

The 1-dB bandwidth of a grating coupler is approximately

$$\Delta\lambda_{1\text{dB}} = \sqrt{\frac{2 \ln(10)}{5}} \frac{\lambda_0 \cos \theta_0}{n_w - n_0 \sin \theta_0}$$

where $\lambda_0$ is the free-space center wavelength, $\theta_0$ is the angle of incidence, $n_0$ is the cladding index, and $n_w$ is the effective index in the grating [5]. The grating coupler bandwidth can be increased by using a lower $n_w$. One way to do this is to make the grating in Si$_3$N$_4$, which has an index of 2.0, instead of Si, which has an index of 3.7. Figure 5 shows a 400-nm-thick Si$_3$N$_4$ grating coupler with a 67-nm 1-dB bandwidth [5].

Grating couplers require a thin, high-index-contrast slab waveguide, and thus the birefringence is generally very high. Thus the grating coupler can usually be designed to couple either transverse-electric (TE) or transverse-magnetic (TM) polarization, but not both at the same wavelength and in the same direction. In fact, this is key to the operation of polarization-splitting grating couplers [6].

However, one can make the grating coupler polarization independent by using a sub-wavelength structure. The basic concept is based on the fact that all $E$ and $H$ field components are continuous across a non-magnetic boundary except for the $E$ field component normal to the boundary. In that case, it is $\epsilon E$ that is continuous. This is why a thin slab waveguide has a higher effective index for TE polarized light than TM: the TM polarized light has strong E field components normal to the top and bottom surfaces and thus pushes out into the cladding, where $\epsilon$ is small, above and below the waveguide much more than TE polarized light, in order to make $\epsilon E$ constant across the boundary. In the sub-wavelength structure, one removes sections laterally to
make the TE-polarized light push out sideways into the intervening cladding, equalizing the effective indices for TE and TM. Such a design was proposed in [7]. However, [7] uses holes to create the sub-wavelength structure.

One can use pillars instead [8]. This should have improved performance because the holes case can be viewed as an alternating series, along the propagation direction, of solid slab waveguide and sub-wavelength-fractured slab waveguide, whereas the pillars case can be viewed as an alternating series of no waveguide and sub-wavelength-fractured slab waveguide. The fractured waveguide is designed to have zero birefringence. However a solid slab waveguide has high birefringence, whereas an empty waveguide has zero birefringence. Thus the polarization dependence of the pillar case is lower since both parts of each period, the empty waveguide and the fractured slab waveguide, are each polarization independent. In [7] a polarization-independent wavelength for the grating was simulated, but the TE diffraction strength was significantly stronger than for TM because the high birefringence of the solid slab waveguide section must be compensated by the fractured slab waveguide section.

Our design is shown in Fig. 6. It is a U-shaped structure with grating couplers at each end. The waveguide is Si and is 220 nm thick. The etching is completely through the waveguide, creating an array of pillars of Si. The entire structure is buried in oxide. The lithography was done using direct e-beam writing.

The measured results of the polarization-independent grating coupler are shown in Fig. 7, showing the maximum and minimum response over all polarizations. As one can see, the polarization dependent loss is less than 1 dB over the C-band. The bandwidth is also very wide, because of the low effective index of the sub wavelength structure. Unfortunately, the insertion loss is high, 12–13 dB per grating coupler. It is not currently understood why the loss is so high and whether this is due to the grating coupler itself or loss in the waveguide.

2.2 Multicore Fiber Coupling

Deployed fibers today have only one core. The cross section of a new 7-core multicore fiber (MCF) is shown in Fig. 8 [9]. An MCF increases the spatial connection density. It would be difficult to make a facet coupler that couples a PIC to all seven cores. However, grating coupling is well-suited for matching a 2-D arrangement of cores.

Figure 9 shows a 7-core receiver PIC in silicon. It contains seven 1-D grating couplers arranged to match the fiber cores, with the fiber tilted 10° to the right. These 1-D grating couplers are conventional and thus have a high polarization dependence. To receive both polarizations, the fiber tilt was chosen such that TE light coupled to one direction and TM light coupled to the other [10]. The PIC contains length-imbalanced MZIs, serving as two-channel wavelength demultiplexers. Thus this chip exhibits space, wavelength, and polarization diversity.

2.3 Multimode Fiber Coupling

Another new type of fiber being explored for tomorrow’s networks is a few-mode fiber (FMF). An FMF is a multi-mode fiber that guides ~10 modes. In contrast, a typi-
Fig. 9 7-core fiber receiver PIC in Si. (a) photograph of the PIC and (b) waveguide layout.

Fig. 10 Calculated modes of a 5-mode (10 modes if include polarization) ring-core fiber.

Fig. 11 Multimode ring-core fiber coupler silicon PIC.

cal multi-mode fiber used in short-reach connections guides 100 s of modes.

There are many designs for FMFs. An FMF with a ring-shaped core can be designed to be multi-mode azimuthally but single-mode radially. Such a fiber is well suited for coupling to the top surface of a PIC, because it allows all the modes to be accessed via a planar geometry without requiring waveguide crossings. The calculated fiber modes of a 10-mode ring-core fiber are shown in Fig. 10. A PIC for coupling to a ring-core FMF is shown in Fig. 11 [11]. It consists of a circular grating coupler [12] connected with equal-length waveguides to a star coupler. Each port of the star coupler couples to a different optical angular momentum state at the circular grating coupler, e.g. the center star coupler port couples to the grating coupler mode in which all the waveguides are in phase, giving an angular momentum of zero. The adjacent star coupler port excites a mode with a $2\pi$ linear phase change around the ring, resulting in an angular momentum mode of $\pm 1$. The angular momentum modes are linear combinations of the ring-core fiber modes, as shown in Fig. 12. This particular device works for only one polarization, due to the strong polarization-dependence of the grating coupler. This could be solved by using a lateral sub-wavelength structure, as described in Sect. 2.1.

If there is coupling between the modes in the FMF, then when the light is received, each mode will contain a linear combination of all the launched signals. Because the signals will remain essentially orthogonal, then the original signals can be recovered by adding together a linear combination of the fields in each mode. This addition is typically done in a digital signal processor (DSP) [13]. However, such a DSP may consume very high power. One can instead perform the demultiplexing optically [14], saving significant power consumption, provided that the modal dispersion is low. An architecture for separating out intermixed modes, i.e. optical multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) demultiplexing, is shown in Fig. 13(a), and an experimental demonstration that demultiplexes one mode from six modes is shown in Fig. 13(b) [15]. In Fig. 13(a) there are $N$ inputs on the left-hand side consisting each of a linear combination of $N$ original optical signals. This linear combining occurred during transmission in e.g. a multi-mode fiber. The $N$ inputs are each split $N$ ways by $N$ power splitters. There are controllable phase shifters, which must have infinite range, on $N-1$
of the outputs of each power splitter and these control the relative phases between the signals as they interfere inside the adjustable power combiners. By choosing the proper relative phases and combining magnitudes, the \( N \) outputs on the right-hand side consist of the \( N \) original, unmixed signals. The experiment in Fig. 13(b) employed a three-mode fiber (six modes including polarization). Six independent signals were launched into the fiber. After propagation, the six modes in the fiber contain orthogonal linear combinations of the original six signals. At the output, three 2-D grating couplers [shown at the left in Fig. 13(b)] collected the six mixed signals. This demonstration demultiplexes only one signal, so there are no power splitters. There are six phase shifters to adjust the relative phases between the six mixed signals. The phase shifters are made endless (i.e., never run out of range) by placing each one inside an interferometer with optical switches on each end. Under normal operation, the optical switches direct to and receive from only the phase shifter. However, when the phase shifter reaches 0 or 4\( \pi \), the switches temporarily switch the path to the other arm of the interferometer, the phase shifter is reset to 2\( \pi \), and the switches switch back to normal operation. The six signals are interfered with each other via five tunable couplers in a tree network. There is a tap at the output with an integrated photodiode to use for feedback control. The feedback signal measures the RF power and attempts to minimize it, for the case when the original signals are phase-shift-keyed.

3. Comb Generation

Single-channel bit rates above \( \sim 200 \text{Gb/s} \) are difficult to achieve with today’s technology. A practical solution is to use multiple optical carriers bundled as a super channel. One could create the carriers using a plurality of independent lasers, but this has issues with cost, reliability, power consumption, and yield. Another solution is to use a single laser but create the multiple carriers using a modulating PIC. An example of such a PIC in III-V materials is shown in Fig. 14 [16]. It employs a resonant structure with a semiconductor optical amplifier in the feedback path to enhance the comb generation.

4. Optical Isolation

Many PICs would benefit from an integrated optical isolator, especially ones that contain optical amplifiers. An optical isolator is a non-reciprocal device. Reciprocity means that the reaction of source A on source B is equal to the reaction of source B on source A. This means you need two test sources to see if something is reciprocal or not, and what you measure has to be projected onto the source. In other words, for example, if the two sources are in certain modes, you have to measure the powers in those modes, not the total power. If you do not do this, then a passive, non-magnetic can be incorrectly seen as non-reciprocal [17].

An isolator in InP using two phase modulators is shown in Fig. 15 [18]. It comprises two phase modulators driven with single-frequency signals in quadrature separated by a distance \( \Delta L = v_g/(4f) \), where \( v_g \) is the optical group velocity and \( f \) is the modulation frequency.

The advantage is it does not require any magneto-optic materials, which can be difficult to integrate and optically lossy. The disadvantages are that the isolation is very narrow band and requires active modulation.

5. Wavelength Demultiplexing

Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is the use of multiple parallel wavelength channels to increase the capacity of a fiber-optic link. To demultiplex more than a couple channels, gratings are usually preferred. The gratings are often arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) [19] because of their ease of manufacture. AWGs can be made in semiconductor waveguides, such as InP [20]. Figure 16 shows a four-channel coherent receiver made in InP [21]. It uses an interleave-chirped AWG to perform the wavelength demultiplexing, the polarization demultiplexing, and the 90°-hybrid operation.

Despite the success of AWGs in semiconductors, it is usually more advantageous to make the AWG in a dielectric material, such as Si\(_3\)N\(_4\). Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) has a lower in-
Fig. 16 Four-channel coherent receiver in InP.

Fig. 17 Eight-channel polarization-independent CWDM receiver in Si and Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides.

Fig. 18 40-channel receiver in Si and Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides.

dex, resulting in lower phase errors, and five times lower
temperature dependence than Si or InP. Figures 17 and 18
show a polarization-independent CWDM receiver [22] and
a polarization-dependent 40-channel receiver [23], respec-
tively, in Si, Si$_3$N$_4$, and Ge materials. For both designs,
the Si thickness is 220 nm and the Si$_3$N$_4$ thickness, which
is deposited above the Si waveguide, is 400 nm. Coupling
between the Si and Si$_3$N$_4$ layers is accomplished via adi-
abatic inverse tapers. In both designs the input is a Si$_3$N$_4$
cantilever facet coupler, as described above; the AWG is
in Si$_3$N$_4$, the multi-mode Si$_3$N$_4$ output waveguides transi-
tion to multi-mode Si waveguides, and the photodetectors
are 850 nm of Ge on top of the Si.

6. Coherent Reception

To receive an advanced modulation format like DP-QPSK,
one usually employs coherent detection. Figure 19 shows
a dual-polarization, dual-quadrature 100-Gb/s coherent re-
ceiver in Si and Ge [24]. It uses two 2-D grating couplers at
0° incidence to act as fiber couplers and polarization split-
ters for the signal and local oscillator. Thermooptic phase
shifters are used to set the phases for the two 90° hybrids.

7. Optical Polarization Demultiplexing

To receive a dual-polarization signal after transmission over
standard fiber, one must unscramble the two polarizations.
This is usually done in the DSP of a coherent receiver. How-
ever, there may be cases in which one cannot afford the cost
and power of a high-speed DSP. In such a case, one can use
optical polarization demultiplexing [25]. The simplest PIC
optical polarization demultiplexer comprises a polarization
beam splitter and rotator (PBSR) and a phase shifter and
a tunable coupler. The tunable coupler is a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer with a phase shifter in one arm. Thus the to-
total number of controls is two. Unfortunately, such a simple
polarization controller is not endless: the first phase shifter
may eventually run out of adjustment range and need a re-
set as the input polarization is tracked. Two possible op-
tical endless polarization demultiplexer configurations suit-
able for use in PICs are shown in Fig. 20. They each need
four controls.
Various telecommunication PICs in group III-V and IV materials were discussed. There are many other PICs we unfortunately did not have time to discuss, such as the InP 500-Gb/s PICs of Ref. [28]. The clear trend is integrating more components in a PIC to achieve more complex transceivers at lower cost and footprint. Semiconductor PICs appear well suited for this task.
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